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It’s no secret that Redcar has great potential.
Our town has major industry, a port area
with an established global presence, and a
development site at Teesworks that provides
the largest industrial opportunity in the
UK. These assets are located alongside
a beautiful coastline, traditional seaside
attractions with access to superb open
countryside, a popular racecourse, and
residential opportunities that meet a range
of needs.

Building on these assets, Redcar boasts an
authentic and accessible cultural offer, including
our seaside and industrial heritage, the national
festival of sustainability - the Festival of Thrift, and
a growing calendar of cultural activity and sporting
events.
We are determined that our town will become
the proud home of the major industries growing
around us, as well as a vibrant town centre and
exciting coastal hub that will meet the aspirations
of both new and existing residents and visitors,
ensuring all become ambassadors for this place.
Our people are resilient, aspirational and
hardworking, despite a combination of steady
decline and economic shock following the closure
of the SSI Steelworks in 2015. Locally, we know this
as the thriving Redcar spirit - and it’s a key part of
our plan to make our town vibrant once again.

Jacob Young
MP for Redcar

this is Redcar & Cleveland

www.redcartowndeal.com
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We are confident you will be as inspired by our
Town Investment Plan as we are. All the projects
included have been developed during 2020
to meet Redcar’s current needs and the Town
Deal opportunity. Despite the restrictions of
the coronavirus pandemic, local and national
stakeholders, major multi-national companies, local
residents, businesses and visitors have all taken up
opportunities to get involved in developing our
plan. We are hugely grateful to them all for sharing
their ideas, aspirations and vision with us, and for
giving their views on the projects we identified as
being the key interventions needed to turn around
the town’s fortunes.
Together we know we can deliver this plan, and
provide the catalyst for a step change in Redcar’s
prospects – making ours a place that thrives and
contributes to regional and national success, so
that once again, we will be the mighty Redcar.

www.redcartowndeal.com

Visit
www.redcartowndeal.com/video
to join a virtual tour of our Town Investment Plan
from the air

this is Redcar & Cleveland
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Executive Summary
Known locally as ‘The Mighty Redcar’,
our 38,000 – strong town has a history
of international pioneering. Redcar steel
supports structures from the Sydney
Harbour Bridge in Australia to Lambeth
Bridge in London, and soon we will be world
leaders in a new and forward–looking sector
– clean energy.
Whilst our economy currently reflects the
major economic shock of the SSI steelworks
closing in 2015 and the gradual decline of
tourism over the second half of the 20th
century, our region is on the cusp of an
industrial reawakening and £25m of Town
Deal Funding will place Redcar at the heart
of it.
Redcar’s £25m Town Investment Plan is led by a
strong vision and eight objectives which will guide
its delivery. Steered by our extensive public and
stakeholder engagement, we have developed a
masterplan for Redcar, and from that masterplan
we have selected six Town Deal projects which we
believe will deliver the change that Redcar needs
- acting as a catalyst for exponential success. They

this is Redcar & Cleveland

align with our new masterplan for Redcar, as well
as Redcar & Cleveland Borough Council and Tees
Valley Combined Authority’s investment plans, along
with the Government’s requirements for Town Deal
interventions.
Redcar is famous for its juxtaposition of industrial
landscapes and natural beauty. Alongside its wide
sandy beaches, traditional tourist infrastructure and
racecourse are Wilton International (an internationally
significant cluster of chemical and process industries),
Teesport (the UK’s largest exporting port) and
Teesworks, the 4,500 acre site of the former SSI
Steelworks and now the largest industrial development
site in the UK. The Tees Valley Combined Authority
is currently bidding to the Government to create a
Freeport, most of which would be in Redcar’s Town
Deal boundary.
We are well connected by road, rail and sea, and
whilst our town centre struggles to thrive, we have a
growing independent sector, with emerging cultural
industries, potential for new commercial uses and
opportunities for town centre living.
The Tees Valley’s drive to be at the forefront of the
government’s clean growth agenda and to develop
a niche offer in relation to clean energy, low carbon
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During the next 10 years, Redcar will maximise its position on the
North East coast and be a key asset in a thriving Tees Valley economy.
Redcar Town Deal Board Vision

and hydrogen, is central to Redcar’s renaissance and
will give the town renewed purpose and mutually
beneficial opportunities. Clean energy developments
are already clustering around the town and well
resourced plans are in place to deliver this transition
to a high-value, low-carbon, diversified and inclusive
economy. A major part of the revolution will take
place on Redcar’s existing industrial locations and
development sites, and will require a skilled workforce,
we want Redcar to be their ‘go to’ town.
At the same time our reputation will grow as a
champion of sustainable development in all sectors,
connecting industrial progress with aspiration and
pride in our town.
Redcar’s major development site and opportunity for
radical change comes from Teesworks, which is being
developed to create a home for advanced technology,
sustainable innovation and clean energy projects. Over
£200million is already committed to remediate and
prepare land for development and significant progress
has been made on site acquisition and clearance.
Some parts of site are already being developed,
generating jobs and growth in both construction and
operational phases. It is expected that once fully

this is Redcar & Cleveland
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occupied, the site will have created 20,000 jobs and
will generate £1 billion of economic output each year.
There are also significant opportunities for growth
within the town. Redcar & Cleveland Borough Council
have recently developed the £9.8m Kirkleatham
Walled Garden visitor attraction, and is currently
rebuilding the town’s cinema as a modern, state of the
art cultural facility. Redcar Central Station now benefits
from Transpennine Express services to Manchester
Airport, and will itself be transformed from a near
derelict shell into a living, thriving station in the near
future. The Council also has exciting leisure proposals
for the seafront and £750,000 of forward funding
from the Towns Fund has paved the way for a private
investor to commit to building a new, modern hotel on
the town’s foreshore.
Redcar is home to the annual Festival of Thrift, the
national festival of sustainable living, and these
developments will ensure both increased visitors and
awareness of the rationale for its location in Redcar,
as it joins the dots between industry, creativity and
commerce.
We know that Redcar is not currently well positioned
to benefit from and contribute to these seismic
economic opportunities. Our research and
engagement has told us that people are held back by
lower than average skills levels, lower than average
incomes and higher unemployment. Connections
between the town and Teesworks are not good,

limiting access to employment opportunities. Our
town centre and residential offer is not currently a
selling point to inward investors who might otherwise
turn to the town for accommodation, leisure and
cultural activity. At the same time, Redcar’s tired visitor
offer is failing to capitalise on the significant revival
of domestic tourism resulting from the coronavirus
outbreak.

We have therefore developed a series of projects
which respond to these challenges and will enable
Redcar, and particularly our town centre, to benefit
from the exciting investments taking shape elsewhere
in Redcar & Cleveland.

What is holding Redcar back? (Multiple choice)
Appearance of the town centre

50%

The range or quality of shopping on offer

41%

Facilities and attractions for visitors
(eg hotels and public toilets)

35%

Attractiveness as a place to live

13%

60%
47%

31%

12%
10%

Support for local business / entrepreneurs

Public

10

27%

23%

6%

0

65%

20%

20%

Availability of jobs

Public Engagement, July 2020

70%

47%

30%
27%

People’s perception of Redcar

Members

72%
67%

20

30

Stakeholders

40

50

60

70

80
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Our projects at a glance
1 Town Centre Transformation
Transforming the esplanade and town
centre to create an attractive, distinctive
and inspiring environment
Events space and improved connections
Prioritising the tourist experience
Town Centre management and business support
Cultural activity programme

For more details go to pages 68 - 73

2 Culture and Leisure Anchor

3 Station Road Development

Strengthening the leisure offer on the
seafront with a modern, exciting and
welcoming indoor attraction for visitors
and residents

Maximising planned investment at Redcar
Central Station and Regent Cinema, and
supporting the growth of the Northern
Quarter, characterised by independent
shops and bars

Attraction

Indoor leisure for families

Key arrival point prioritised

Revitalised library provision

Improved street scape and environment

Regular events programme

Aspirational housing and business units

Roof top café with sea views

Café culture and outdoor refreshment

For more details go to pages 74 - 77

For more details go to pages 78 - 81

4 Clean Energy Education Hub

5 Coatham Leisure Quarter

6 Improving Connectivity with Tees

Attracting inward investment and
supporting employment opportunities for
local people with a specialist industrial
training facility for clean energy and
related sectors

Differentiating our offer and attracting
more visitors to a regional water sports
facility on a key, underused seafront site
Hotel and restaurant, adventure golf and
children’s play

Flexible extension to Redcar & Cleveland College

Watersports Hub with facilities and infrastructure

Collaboration with private sector partners

Sporting events programme

Skills planning function

Aesthetic improvements to seafront buildings

For more details go to pages 82 - 85

For more details go to pages 86 - 89

Works

Supporting employment opportunities for
local people and encouraging a symbiotic
relationship between the site, town
centre, college and residential areas
Improved pedestrian-cycle route linking
Teesworks, the Clean Energy Education Hub and
Redcar Town Centre
Resurfacing and signage
Prioritisation of sustainable transport modes
Safe and attractive environment

For more details go to pages 90 - 93
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Fun on Redcar beach

£25m

total Town Deal
‘Ask’

Capital
investment

£24.1m

Revenue spend

£840k
(3.5%)

Our Town Deal represents a total of
£59.1m of investment, with £19.4m of
match funding and £14.7m private sector
leverage.
Adding £25m of Town Deal funding now will reignite
Redcar’s fire, re-establishing it as a town that surpasses
the needs and expectations of industrial occupiers
and tourists alike, and becomes once again, a place
that its residents can be proud of. Our town will
return to punching above it’s weight in its contribution
to economic growth regionally, nationally and
internationally as it has done in its past.

£19.4m

match funding

£14.7m private
sector leverage

Our six Town Deal projects will deliver a comprehensive
programme of change. They complement and add
value to one another, and are geographically and
thematically coherent. We are confident that with the
support of the Towns Fund and collaboration with
our community and public, private and third sector
partners, they will be the catalyst Redcar needs to
secure a sustainable future.
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As well as each project’s direct outputs, delivering our Town Investment Plan will:
n Strengthen the town and region’s ability 		
to compete for investment on a national and
international scale by providing a town centre
and quality of life offer that matches the scale of
economic opportunity and the expectations of
global investors
n Support our residents to benefit from the new,
high skilled, high wage jobs to be created, by
ensuring they are equipped with the necessary
skills and able to access the Teesworks site by
different modes of transport
n Deliver linked economic outcomes such as
increased expenditure and the creation of new
business and employment opportunities

n Encourage new workers and businesses attracted
to the town to ‘look to Redcar’ to meet their
needs, ensuring that the benefits of new supply
chains and wage expenditure are captured locally
n Improve perceptions of the town and strengthen
our offer as a retail and leisure destination for
residents of Redcar, the Tees Valley and beyond
n Build upon our heritage as a coastal resort town
to increase visitor numbers and reduce seasonal
variation
n Create a unique townscape embedding
imaginative and creative responses into the built
and social environment

Redcar has a new opportunity to be mighty once again
– this Town Investment Plan will make that a reality.
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Our Investment Opportunities

BUSINESS SUPPORT
AND TOWN CENTRE
MANAGEMENT

Key

CULTURAL ACTIVITY
PROGRAMME

Existing assets
REDCAR
RACECOURSE

Committed investment
Town Deal projects

ATTRACTIVE
HIGH STREET

THE LIGHTHOUSE –
CULTURE AND LEISURE
ANCHOR ATTRACTION

this is Redcar & Cleveland

NEW EVENTS
SPACE

BEACH AND
ESPLANADE

www.redcartowndeal.com
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STATION ROAD
DEVELOPMENT – HOUSING
AND BUSINESS

REDCAR CENTRAL
STATION
REJUVENATION

CLEAN ENERGY
EDUCATION HUB

KIRKLEATHAM
ESTATE AND
WALLED GARDEN
TEESWORKS
CONNECTIONS
WILTON
INTERNATIONAL

TEESWORKS

NEW
HOUSING

TEESPORT
COATHAM LEISURE
DEVELOPMENT

REDCAR &
CLEVELAND
COLLEGE

GROWING
INDEPENDENT
QUARTER

www.redcartowndeal.com

NEW HOTEL – ENABLING
WORKS FUNDED BY TOWN
DEAL ACCELERATED
FUNDING

WATERSPORTS
CENTRE

REGENT
CINEMA

this is Redcar & Cleveland
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This is Redcar
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1.1 Introducing Redcar
Redcar is a coastal town in the North East of
England with a population of 38,000. Fuelled
by the twin drivers of industrial innovation and
tourism, the town grew from a nineteenth century
fishing village to its current status as Redcar &
Cleveland’s administrative centre, main shopping
town and largest residential settlement.
It is a town characterised by its striking landscape,
where large industrial complexes provide
the backdrop to award-winning beaches and
traditional seafront attractions.

www.redcartowndeal.com
www.redcartowndeal.com

Redcar

Newcastle

Sunderland

Middlesbrough

Redcar
Middlesbrough

this is Redcar & Cleveland
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Our High Street has lost many of its major retailers and is no
longer the vibrant town centre and community hub it once
was. This legacy of decline and recent economic trauma has
instilled a shared sense of purpose and resilience within our
residents – the ‘Mighty Redcar’ spirit.
Redcar now has an opportunity – with the necessary support
and intervention – to deliver a more exciting and prosperous
economic future. The former SSI site – now being promoted
as Teesworks, with a focus on clean energy and advanced
manufacturing – is key to our future ambitions. Additionally,
recent investment in cultural assets such as the £9.8m
Kirkleatham Walled Garden, will enable us to build on existing
strengths such as our stunning beaches, Redcar Racecourse
and our Festival of Thrift (the UK’s only national festival of
sustainability) and attract new visitors as domestic tourism
thrives in the wake of the coronavirus pandemic.

Tees Valley Mayor Ben Houchen and Leader of Redcar & Cleveland
Borough Council, Mary Lanigan at the Teesworks site
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The Town Deal area boundary was agreed at a Town Deal
Board meeting on 3 July 2020. It was expanded from
that originally suggested by the Ministry for Housing,
Communities and Local Government to include the town’s
long-term economic driver – the 4,500 acre Teesworks site.
Whilst it is not intended that Town Deal funds will be spent
at Teesworks due to the extensive investment already being
made there, it is important that the opportunities presented
by the site are recognised and integrated within our
proposals.

Redcar is ideally placed to benefit from the jobs and opportunities we’re creating at
Teesworks, the UK’s largest industrial zone, and to be a key driving force behind the
wider region’s visitor economy. I fully support this plan, which will not only improve
the quality of life for our local people and businesses via the regeneration of the town
centre, but also the practical needs of equipping our workforce with the expertise
they need for the industries of the future. This will help to create a vibrant and
productive community ready to become a leader in the UK’s clean energy revolution.
xxxx
Ben Houchen,
Tees Valley Mayor
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Redcar town centre, Redcar Central Station and
Redcar Racecourse are all located close to the
seafront.
Beyond the town centre, the wider Town Deal
boundary includes:
n The historic Kirkleatham Estate (and the recently
redeveloped Walled Garden) to the south
n South Gare (with Coatham Dunes and the Grade II
listed South Gare Lighthouse) to the north west
n Large areas of industrial land (including Teesworks,
Teesport and Wilton International) to the west
The projects identified in our Town Investment Plan
(TIP) will maximise the impact of these opportunities
and address our challenges. We will establish Redcar
as a town that is ideally placed to meet the needs
and expectations of industrial occupiers, businesses,
tourists and residents. In doing so, we will deliver
a sustainable economic future for the town which
reflects Redcar’s proud heritage.

Redcar Town Deal Area
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1.2 Key Statistics
Population of 37,680

Gross Value Added of c.£715 million

820 businesses based in Redcar,
supporting 17,000 jobs

1.5 million visitors p.a. (of which 70%
were day visitors)

“This investment in Redcar will help us build upon the significant opportunities coming into the
Borough and ensure our residents and businesses are able to benefit from them, enabling us to
drive forward our local economy”.
John Sampson,
Managing Director, Redcar & Cleveland Borough Council

2

Redcar’s Strengths,
Opportunities and Challenges
Redcar High Street with an empty former
Marks & Spencer shop front on the right
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Redcar faces a number of challenges that must be
addressed to create a vibrant, bustling town. It also
benefits from major opportunities that we must build
on to deliver long-term economic growth.
Our TIP is intended to respond to both. It has been
developed - and is underpinned by - technical studies
and extensive consultation with local residents,
businesses and stakeholders.

Do you want to build a sandcastle?

www.redcartowndeal.com
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2.1 Redcar’s Challenges
The following pages provide an overview of some of the key
challenges currently facing Redcar, as summarised below.

Challenges

Weak town centre housing offer

High unemployment and low skills base

Poor quality public realm at key arrival
points

Low average incomes

Seasonal visitor economy reliant on day
visits

Declining town centre (rising vacancies
and falling rents)

Difficulties in drawing seafront visitors
onto the High Street

Poor quality built environment

Limited cultural offer (and capacity) in
the town centre

Below average health outcomes across
Redcar & Cleveland

Economic and labour market impacts of
Covid-19
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Challenges across the Town Deal Area
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2.1 Redcar’s Challenges
Unemployment and skills
Unemployment is high compared to the national
average (5.6% versus 3.9%) – the closure of SSI in
2015, with the loss of 3,000 jobs, was a major labour
market shock. Underemployment is also high

Job density (the ratio of jobs to working age
residents) is only 0.50 – much below the regional
(0.70) and national (0.85) averages

The local market skills base is a key weakness
compared to local and national figures

Table 1: Qualification Levels
Redcar &
Cleveland

North East

Great
Britain

NVQ4+

26.20%

31.90%

40.30%

NVQ3+

48.80%

52.10%

58.50%

NVQ2+

69.50%

73.50%

75.60%

NVQ1+

82.50%

84.80%

85.60%

No Qualifications

12.80%

9.40%

7.70%

Source: ONS Annual Population Survey
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The Council’s Covid 19 Growth Recovery Action
Plan highlights the need for skills development
to support economic recovery, with emphasis
on priority sectors of energy/clean growth
technologies, digital and tourism. Redcar &
Cleveland College – rated ‘Good’ by Ofsted and
with strong links to local industry - will play a key
role.
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Challenges facing Redcar Town Centre
Declining town centre
In recent years there has been a shift to online
retailing which has been accelerated by Covid-19,
and existing independent businesses lack e-commerce
skills
Town centre vacancy rates (22%) almost twice the
national average, and increasing. Prime retail rents
halved in ten years to £30/sq.ft in 2019. Clusters of
large empty sites on High Street impact on vibrancy
There is a need to respond to the changing function
and use of the High Street and reduce reliance on
retailing, through a stronger cultural and leisure offer
and improved food and beverage facilities

Redcar Town Centre Challenges
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Vacant buildings on the seafront
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2.1 Redcar’s Challenges
Low incomes
Average weekly earnings (£5011) are lower than
North East (£531) and Great Britain (£588), despite
major multinational businesses

There is a need to create high value, high wage
jobs in the town

Residents need new skills to grasp the
opportunities at Wilton, Teesworks and our
ambitions to establish a Freeport in Redcar

"The Town Deal will be fundamental to supporting the smaller businesses in Redcar. As area leader
of the FSB, I am calling on all aspects of this investment fund to think small business first. This
will help independent sectors realise their ambitions so that they can take advantage of the wider
opportunities presented by Teesworks, the port and Wilton which is on our doorstep. Through
increased opportunities, footfall, and growth the small businesses can recover and flourish."
Michael Janes,
Area Leader - North East, Federation of Small Businesses
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2.1 Redcar’s Challenges
Below average health outcomes2

Built environment
Town centre appearance impacted by a lack of
greenery, harsh urban environment and absence of a
‘focal point’ on the High Street

Surveys identify the appearance of the town centre
as the biggest issue holding Redcar back (72% of the
public surveyed; 67% stakeholders) and a key priority
for the Towns Fund (34% public; 46% stakeholders).
Consultees are keen to achieve a more open, seaside
feel

Impact of recent investment in the seafront/
Esplanade is diminished by: vacant/poor quality units;
High Street units presenting rear elevations/service
yards onto the Esplanade; busy traffic restricting
pedestrians between the beach and seafront/High
Street businesses

Life expectancy at birth is nearly 2 years less than the
England average for both men and women.

30.1% of our Reception-age children are overweight
or obese, compared to 23% across England. 71.9%
of our adult population is overweight or obese,
compared to 62.3% nationally - 22.3% of our
population does less than 30 minutes exercise each
week

We have higher than average incidence and
mortality from cancer, and higher than average
emergency hospital admissions

“I feel, as a tourist destination, we underestimate the
simple things in life that drew people to the seaside. A clean,
vibrant and easy to get around seafront with plenty of
outdoor space to be able to sit and enjoy the coast.”
Redcar Resident and Seafront Business Owner
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Current town centre housing offer
Low average house prices in town centre
(under £84,000) despite high values nearby
(£158,000). Suggests depression of values by
quality of town centre offer (Appendix 4)

Town centre housing lacks two bedroom
properties (26% versus 32% regionally) and
flats/apartments (11% versus 15%). No new
build flats July 2019 – July 2020

Lack of these properties impacts attraction
of young couples and families, who typically
support a town’s café/restaurant, retail and
recreation offer

Existing housing in Redcar Town Centre
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2.1 Redcar’s Challenges
Poor quality arrival points
Redcar Central Station is a key arrival point (324,000
entries/exits in 2018/193), increasing in importance
through improved rail connectivity and new investment
at sites such as Teesworks, but presents a poor first
impression

Current station is dilapidated and exits onto poor
quality residential properties and areas of antisocial
behaviour

Entry from the North West (key employment sites
including Teesworks and Teesport) is past a large,
vacant brownfield site and Coatham Links and
properties on Newcomen Terrace in poor condition

Redcar Central Station
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I firmly believe that the starting of these works
will create a snowball effect of new start-ups and a
reawakening of this once proud coastal town.

Developing the tourist offer

Redcar Resident and Seafront Business Owner
Redcar has a seasonal visitor economy of 1.5m annual
visitors, approximately two thirds are day visitors – see
contrast with Scarborough, a North Yorkshire coastal resort
Table 2: Visitor Numbers
Overnight
Visitors

Day
Visitors

Total Number
of Visitors

Redcar

459,000

1,052,000

1,511,000

Scarborough

1,431,000

6,500,000

7,931,000

Source: STEAM 2018

Overnight visitors tend to visit friends and family or travel
on business. Limited accommodation stock (394 serviced
bedspaces) focussed on the cost competitive business
tourism market, with no provision for the
quality driven leisure market4

Lack of visitor facilities was identified by stakeholder
(47%) and public (35%) surveys as one of the top five issues
constraining Redcar’s growth. We need to create a critical
mass of attractions, building upon our existing assets, to
make people want to visit the town - including wet weather
facilities to reduce seasonality
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2.1 Redcar’s Challenges
Drawing visitors onto the High Street
Large numbers of visitors to the Esplanade and
seafront, the closest beach for much of the Tees Valley
population, do not translate to high footfall on the
High Street despite close proximity

Poor quality pedestrian links and traffic on the
Esplanade deter movement, as does the weak food/
drink offer on the High Street

Connections and facilities need to extend visitor
dwell times and expenditure, drawing seaside visitors
to explore the town

Town centre cultural capacity
There is no outdoor public event space - and the High
Street is not ‘festival ready’

Facilities for indoor performing arts are limited
restricting the type of performers attracted to Redcar

Developing the town’s cultural offer was a key
priority identified for the Towns Fund in consultation
with stakeholders (18%) and local residents (15%)

Redcar High Street during
the Covid-19 crisis
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Impact of Covid-19
Our economy has been hit hard – 6,000 residents
claiming Jobseeker’s Allowance/Universal Credit
in October 2020 (7.4% of our economically active
population, up from 4.7% at start of 2020) and
expected to rise5

Lower incomes and restrictions on movement have
impacted the town centre. Journeys to retail/
recreation and workplaces have decreased (down
24% and 21% respectively in October 2020 compared
to January)6

The Council’s Covid-19 Growth Recovery Action
Plan – shaping our response to Covid – has helped
inform projects in the TIP
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2.2 Strengths and Opportunities
The following pages provide an overview of the key strengths and
opportunities we must look to capitalise on through our TIP. These
are summarised in the table.

Strengths/Opportunities

Improved rail connectivity to major
northern cities

Emerging clean energy hub, underpinned
by Teesworks

Proximity to seafront can differentiate the
visitor/shopper/event experience on offer

Walking/cycling infrastructure proposed at
Teesworks

Established Place Marketing and
Ambassador Programme

Major international trade gateway at
Teesport

Opportunities to establish a focal point in
the town centre

Beautiful coastline and access to North
Yorkshire Moors National Park

Growing independent retail and food/
drink offer at the Northern Quarter

Build upon existing leisure/cultural assets

Opportunities to promote town centre
living, boosting footfall and expenditure
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Teesport Estate and Teesworks, the UK’s largest industrial zone
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2.2 Strengths and Opportunities
Teesworks
The former SSI site is being redeveloped as Teesworks
– the largest industrial development opportunity
in the UK (4,500 acres) with a focus on clean energy
and advanced manufacturing. Site preparation work is
ongoing

Potential to create 20,000 jobs and £1 billion of
economic output each year once fully developed

The delivery of Teesworks will complement existing assets and planned
investment to transform our economic fortunes, positioning the town at the
forefront of a new industrial revolution:
n Local innovation resources of global importance (CPI and Materials
Processing Institute) focussed on low carbon industrial processes, low carbon
energy and advanced materials
n Tees Valley’s Status as a Government Centre for Offshore Renewable
Engineering
n Anglo American’s investment in a polyhalite processing and export facility as
part of the £3.2 billion Woodsmith Mine project

Redcar is attracting significant interest from global
investors. The world’s largest purpose-built biomass
energy plant (the £650million MGT Teesside) is under
construction at Teesport and further capital investment
is anticipated over the next 12 months

n Proposals by Wentworth Clean Power to invest £230million in a new clean
energy plant, in conjunction with PD Ports

“We are committed to ensuring that our investment in the Woodsmith
Project brings substantial and longstanding benefits to the region. The
Town Deal will connect people from the local area to the opportunities
generated by our project and help Redcar to thrive.”
Duncan Smith,
Project Director Teesside, Anglo American
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To learn more about Teesworks please visit www.teesworks.co.uk
Image credit: ©Tees Valley Combined Authority
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2.2 Strengths and Opportunities
Redcar has a good supply of land to capture supply chain
opportunities and significant capital investment has been secured
to deliver the site. The following actions will maximise the
benefits of the opportunity for Redcar and its people.
Equip residents with the skills to take up new, high
quality jobs. Discussions between Redcar & Cleveland
College and the private sector have identified strong
support for courses tailored to clean energy businesses
(including renewables, offshore wind and hydrogen –
see table 3). This would build on existing HNC, HND
and Higher Apprenticeship courses in engineering and
manufacturing

A

B

Improve connectivity to and from the site for
residents – ensuring that as many local people
as possible are able to access the employment
opportunities available

Raise the quality of the town centre’s leisure/culture
offer and appearance. This will help to attract inward
investment and encourage businesses/workers at
Teesworks to ‘look to Redcar’

Redcar Wind Farm, EDF Energy Renewables
Image credit: ©Tees Valley Combined Authority
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Table 3: Projected Employment at Teesworks (by 2035)7
Jobs
Advanced manufacturing

6,710

Port-based fabrication - offshore,
undersea cable

3,640

Energy innovation - PV cell, Li-Ion battery

2,630

Contract fabrication (metals)

2,330

Industrial training, testing & research

1,675

Rak-based fabrication

1,420

Salvage & metal processing logistics

650

Bulk terminals

300

Bulk minerals

300

Commercial

250

Power CCGT & photovoltaic

40

Power supply

35

Total

19,980

Source: Evidence Base for the Redcar & Cleveland Skills Strategy
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2.2 Strengths and Opportunities
Teesworks walking/cycling infrastructure
Infrastructure corridor proposed through full length
of Teesworks site to encourage walking/cycling

Will help to offset low car ownership (71.6% versus
74.2% nationally) supporting residents to access
employment opportunities

Almost all of Redcar is located within an acceptable
cycling distance (7.25km) of the northern (Steel House
roundabout) access to the site (Appendix 7)

Teesport – international trade gateway
UK’s largest exporting port (6th overall)8 is located
in the Town Deal area. It represents a major trade
gateway, supporting over 22,000 jobs and contributing
£1.4 billion to the economy each year

Significant recent investment (including £17 million
in 2020) to deliver a new rail terminal and quay to
support continued growth following SSI closure

As Statutory Harbour Authority, Teesport Owners, PD
Ports, fully supports TVCA’s aspirations to establish
a Freeport in Redcar, creating 16,000 jobs and £25
billion of investment across Tees Valley over 25 years9

Having a vibrant, successful town
centre in Redcar is vital for the
local economy and maximises the
opportunities for the town of being
adjacent to a thriving port and
industrial heartland.
Frans Calje,
Chief Executive Officer, PD Ports

Teesport, Redcar
Image credit: ©Tees Valley Com

mbined Authority
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2.2 Strengths and Opportunities
Natural assets
Award-winning beaches10 and designated SSSi make
our coastline a beautiful natural asset

Coastline characterised by the unique and dramatic
backdrop of the steelworks, reflecting our rich
industrial heritage

The stunning North Yorkshire Moors National Park,
recently awarded Dark Skies status, is within easy reach
and provides opportunities to draw visitors to the town
via linked trips

“We are very passionate about our site at Redcar and the
news of your plans and ideas only goes to strengthen our
desire and motivation to keep pushing ahead with our plans
to invest and grow the popularity of not just Redcar Beach
Caravan Park, but also the local area”.
Ian Collier,
Managing Director, Tingdene Holiday Parks Ltd

Boats at South
Gare
Redcar
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2.2 Strengths and Opportunities
Town centre focal point

Improved rail connectivity

Opportunity to create a focal point/centre of gravity
by addressing strategic vacancies in the pedestrian
heart of our High Street

Good local rail links to Darlington, Middlesbrough,
Saltburn and Newton Aycliffe, with up to 15 services a
day

A new flexible space would provide opportunities to
host events/festivals and for people to sit and relax

Recent introduction of hourly Trans Pennine rail
services between Redcar and Manchester Airport –
providing direct links to York, Leeds and Manchester

This will animate the High Street – attracting visitors
and increasing dwell times

Improved connectivity to major cities increases
Redcar’s attractiveness to investors and helps to draw
visitors from a wider catchment area
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Proximity to seafront
Stakeholder engagement identified the seafront as
one of the best things about Redcar

85%
92%

The beach and countryside
Kirkleatham Estate (inc. Museum,
Garden, Owl Centre)

Proximity of the High Street to the seafront is unique
in the Tees Valley and should be celebrated to
differentiate the visitor/shopper experience we offer

63%
69%
58%
59%

The esplanade and foreshore area
48%

Green spaces and parks

39%
33%

Redcar Racecourse
Links between the High Street and Esplanade
should be improved, allowing people to move freely
between these key spaces – increasing our appeal as a
destination and drawing seafront visitors into
the town centre

41%
29%

Zetland Lifeboat Museum

37%
36%

Regent Cinema

27%

R&C Community Heart and Leisure
Centre
Redcar Primary Care Hospital
Industrial sites, such as Wilton
International and STDC
Town Centre shopping and evening
economy
Public

21%
14%
28%
4%
8%
16%
10%
12%

Stakeholders

Public Engagement feedback on Redcar’s top ‘place’ assets (July 2020)
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2.2 Strengths and Opportunities
Place Marketing and Ambassador Programme
An established Place Marketing programme, with
resources and infrastructure to promote Redcar &
Cleveland on local, regional and international stages
and a regularly updated website and events promoting
Redcar & Cleveland as a place to live, visit and do
business

A Place Board, made up of local business
representatives committed to working together to
drive forward the Redcar | Cleveland brand and deliver
our ambassador programme

Nearly 500–strong network of place ambassadors
who are committed to telling the world why Redcar
& Cleveland is a great place to live, enjoy and do
business

“Talking about Redcar?
Visit www.redcarcleveland.co.uk to join our
ambassador network and make it official”.
Richard Baker
Place Marketing Manager, Redcar | Cleveland

Redcar Racecourse
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Existing leisure and cultural offer
Significant cultural assets in outdoor locations
beyond the town centre including: Redcar Racecourse
(hosting 18 fixtures a year, each attracting up to 7,000
people); and Festival of Thrift (the UK’s national
festival of sustainability), attracting 37,000 visitors in
2019

Major programme of recent/planned investment to
expand our culture/leisure offer provides a platform for
TIP proposals to build on

Assets including: the £31m Leisure and Community
Heart providing swimming pools, fitness suites and
surf simulator in our town centre; the £9.7m Regent
Cinema (see Project 3) on our seafront; and the £9.8m
Kirkleatham Walled Garden – opening Spring 2021
and expected to attract 30,000 visitors each year

“Redcar Racecourse is very proud of its location in
the heart of Redcar and a supporter of the Town
Investment Plan. This investment in Redcar will
be great for the town, attracting new visitors who
we can encourage to spend a day at the races,
helping our business to grow and thrive”.
Amy Fair,
General Manager, Redcar Racecourse
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2.2 Strengths and Opportunities
Growing independent sector

Opportunities for town centre living

Growing independent retail/food and drink offer
centred around the ‘Northern Quarter’

Opportunities to introduce more town centre living,
targeting vacant/run-down properties

Using the Towns Fund to support the growth of
our independents is a key priority for stakeholders
(identified by 30%) and residents (17%)

Our TIP seeks to stimulate demand and create the
conditions for greater private sector housing
delivery, rather than focus on funding new residential
development

This can help to reduce vacancies, improve shop
frontages and provide a distinctive town centre offer
which draws people to Redcar

Clean energy employment growth, coupled with
enhanced town centre offer/environment, can create
a virtuous circle11 – attracting expenditure and footfall
and strengthening demand for retail/food and drink

“Redcar has a strong, growing community of independent
businesses (old and new) that put their heart and soul into
providing a wide range of services for the town and have much
pride and love for our area. It would be amazing to see this
investment into Redcar that it desperately needs and deserves,
and to help realise the potential we all see for our community!”
Amy Crust,
Owner, Geoff Crust Furniture

Amy Crust and her popular independent
furniture store at Coatham, Redcar
Image credit: ©Amy Crust
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2.3 Summary

Challenges

Weak town centre housing offer

High unemployment and low skills base

Poor quality public realm at key arrival
points

Low average incomes

Seasonal visitor economy reliant on day
visits

Declining town centre (rising vacancies
and falling rents)

Difficulties in drawing seafront visitors
onto the High Street

Poor quality built environment

Limited cultural offer (and capacity) in
the town centre

Below average health outcomes across
Redcar & Cleveland

Economic and labour market impacts of
Covid-19
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Strengths/Opportunities

Improved rail connectivity to major
northern cities

Emerging clean energy hub, underpinned
by Teesworks

Proximity to seafront can differentiate the
visitor/shopper/event experience on offer

Walking/cycling infrastructure proposed at
Teesworks

Established Place Marketing and
Ambassador Programme

Major international trade gateway at
Teesport

Opportunities to establish a focal point in
the town centre

Beautiful coastline and access to North
Yorkshire Moors National Park

Growing independent retail and food/
drink offer at the Northern Quarter

Build upon existing leisure/cultural assets

Opportunities to promote town centre
living, boosting footfall and expenditure

3

Our
Strategy

Redcar Beacon, viewing platform and home to Zetland FM
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3.1 Our Vision
The Town Deal vision for Redcar has been
developed in consultation with stakeholders
and residents. It provides the framework
which has shaped the TIP’s development and
represents a statement of ambition outlining
what we aim to achieve by 2030, whilst
remaining true to the heritage and passion
of the town. It has guided the identification
and prioritisation of projects, with each
contributing directly to the vision’s delivery,
to support the overall coherency of our
proposals.

“During the next 10 years, Redcar will maximise its position on the North East
coast and be a key asset in a thriving Tees Valley economy.
Redcar will be a coastal town which people aspire to live in, with attractive
residential areas, educational and cultural opportunities and a public realm
which reflects our pride and investment in our place. Our people will have
the aspirations and skills they need to take advantage of major industrial
development sites, ensuring a secure and prosperous future for both themselves
and the town.
Our coastline and a wide range of year-round attractions and events will drive
a vibrant visitor economy, with an exciting offer for thrill seekers and families
alike. The town will be well connected, giving our residents and businesses
opportunities to operate on local, regional, national and international scales.
Our success will be rooted in our pride of place and will build on our proud
industrial past. The development of Teesworks as an industrial complex fit for
the 21st Century will allow us to embrace the green economy as a major part of
our long-term future. Our strong pioneering spirit will ensure that Redcar, once
again, leads the way as a great place to live, work and enjoy.”

www.redcartowndeal.com

this is Redcar & Cleveland
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3.2 Our Objectives
The successful delivery of our vision will supported by eight strategic objectives. These respond to our key strengths, opportunities and
challenges, identified in consultation with other stakeholders.

Maximise the benefits captured locally of

Create a vibrant, attractive town centre – with
a reinvigorated High Street, reimagined
public realm and thriving independent sector at
its core

Equip our residents with the skills needed to
access new job opportunities focussed on
clean energy and modern industry

Harness the potential of our coastal location
and the proximity of the town centre

Redcar’s clean energy renaissance
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Strengthen our culture and leisure offer
to draw visitors and residents into the town
throughout the year

Improve key arrival points to the town, creating
a good first impression and encouraging
people to explore Redcar

Encourage town centre living by delivering new,

Improve walking and cycling routes –
between the town centre and major employment
sites and to better connect our culture and leisure
assets

attractive housing and improving our existing
stock
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Maximising the benefits
Access new job opportunities
Reinvigorated High Street
Coastal location
Culture and leisure offer
Attractive housing
Good first impression
Walking and cycling routes
Table 4: Objectives Supported by our TIP Projects

Improving connectivity with Teesworks

Coatham leisure quarter

Clean energy education hub

Station Road development

The masterplan includes almost 50 projects. A high-level sifting
exercise was used to distil this down to a long-list of potential TIP
projects – focussing on those which best reflect the objectives of
the Towns Fund and our vision for Redcar. A long-list of 21 projects
was then subject to a more detailed and rigorous prioritisation
exercise to identify our final TIP projects. This exercise used the
Towns Fund Delivery Partnership Prioritisation Tool (see Appendix
5) and was underpinned by national and local criteria, including
stakeholder support, coherency and alignment with our vision.

Town Centre Transformation

The six Redcar TIP projects are drawn from the Redcar
Masterplan (Appendix 3), a document prepared to
respond to the Town’s current economic challenges
and opportunities. The masterplan draws upon early
engagement with key stakeholders (including Council
Members, local businesses and residents) to identify
their needs and aspirations, and suggest the different
ways in which these can be met.

Culture and leisure anchor attraction

3.3 Our Projects
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3.3 Our Projects
The coherence of our projects is both:
n Geographical: proposed interventions are focussed on our
town centre, providing new attractions and delivering high
quality spaces to link existing and new assets. This targeted
approach to investment will help to deliver significant change
in a way that ‘pepper potting’ interventions across the Town
Deal area would not
n Thematic: the projects contribute to the delivery of all eight
of the strategic objectives that underpin our vision. In many
cases, multiple projects are expected to work in support of a
particular objective (see table 4 on page 58) maximising the
impact of our planned investment
The strategic fit of our proposals – at the national sub-regional
and local level – is also strong (see table 5 on page 63). Our
programme of investment will contribute to key Government
priorities including the UK Industrial Strategy (and clean growth
in particular), the Post-16 Skills Plan and the Cycling and Walking
Strategy, as well as supporting economic recovery post-Covid.
It demonstrates a high degree of alignment with the economic
development priorities of the Tees Valley Combined Authority
(set out in the Strategic Economic Plan and Local Industrial
Strategy) as well as local strategies.

Digital prioritisation excercise
undertaken by the Redcar Town Board
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“We are delighted that the Town
Investment Plan (TIP) recognises the
value of adult education and training
in the clean energy sector for both
individuals and businesses, which will
benefit the business community across
the region, as we grow together. The
wider investment proposed in Redcar
Town Centre will also support other
private sector investment in the town
and surrounding area and, taken
together, the TIP package will make
living in, and visiting, Redcar another
‘Great Reason to do business in the
North East’, which the Chamber is
promoting in our new campaign for
2021.”
James Ramsbotham CBE, Chief Executive, North
East England Chamber of Commerce
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Don’t splash me!

n Strengthen our offer as a retail and leisure destination 		
increasing town centre footfall

UK Industrial Strategy

n Build upon our heritage as a coastal resort town to increase 		
visitor numbers and reduce the effects of seasonality

Arts Council England 2020-2030 Strategy

n Improve perceptions of the town

Visit England's Five-Year Strategy
DfE Post-16 Skills Plan
National

Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy
Strategic Economic Plan
Local Industrial Strategy

Sub-Regional

Skills Strategy
The Corporate Plan for Redcar & Cleveland

“As a multiple business owner and
resident of Redcar I think this is a
fantastic vision for the town.”

Redcar & Cleveland Growth Strategy
Town Centre Masterplan (2017)
Redcar Masterplan (2020)
Growth Recovery Action Plan

Redcar Resident and business owner

Skills Strategy
Visitor Destination Plan
Housing Strategy
Local

Transport for the Future

Table 5: Strategic Alignment of our TIP Projects

Coatham leisure quarter

Clean energy education hub

In response to the outcomes of our consultation process, our
prioritised projects have also been selected to improve the built
environment and culture and leisure offer of Redcar and:

Station Road development

Town centre transformation

All of the project proposals have been developed to position
Redcar to capitalise on the transformative economic opportunity
to be unlocked by the creation of a new, clean energy hub at
Teesworks. Significant investment has already been committed
to prepare and deliver key sites such as Teesworks and so our TIP
focuses on supporting those interventions.

Culture and leisure anchor attraction

3.3 Our Projects

Improving connectivity with Teesworks
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3.3 Our Projects

Dylan Cartlidge, Musical Artist who appeared in the BBC’s
The Mighty Redcar, performing at The Festival of Thrift
Image credit: ©Tracy Kidd Photography for Festival of Thrift

Taken together, the projects will raise the environmental quality
of our town centre, improving our culture, leisure and retail offer
and improving connections both within the town centre and
between the town centre and Teesworks. The TIP will deliver
linked economic outcomes such as increased expenditure and the
creation of new business and employment opportunities and will:
n Support our residents to benefit from the new, high skilled,
high wage jobs to be created, by ensuring they are equipped
with the necessary skills and able to access the site by
different modes of transport
n Strengthen our ability to compete effectively – on a national/
international scale – for investment by providing a town centre
and quality of life offer that matches the scale of economic
opportunity and the expectations of global investors
n Encourage new workers and businesses attracted to the
town to ‘look to Redcar’ to meet their needs. This will ensure
that much of the benefits of new supply chains and wage
expenditure are captured locally and do not ‘leak out’ to the
surrounding area
n Create a vibrant town centre which attracts more residents
and visitors – and strengthens our inward investment
proposition – by improving our culture and leisure offer and
transforming our public realm
n Embracing investment in clean energy and the opportunities
this offers to create sustainable economic development and
well-paid employment for our residents

“The plans for Redcar are cool to see. The creation of a
new events space in the Town Centre will bring loads
more opportunities for live performances and festivals
for visitors and for local communities to engage in and
bring the place to life.”
Dylan Cartlidge, Musical Artist
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As the Town Deal progresses, we will explore opportunities
to fund and deliver all interventions identified in the Redcar
Masterplan through other sources.

“We are very passionate about our site at
Redcar and the news of your plans and
ideas only goes to strengthen our desire and
motivation to keep pushing ahead with our
plans to invest and grow the popularity of not
just Redcar Beach Caravan Park but also the
local area”.
Ian Collier,
Managing Director, Tingdene Holiday Parks Ltd

www.redcartowndeal.com
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3.3 Our Projects
Supporting Clean Growth
We are committed to supporting Government’s clean growth
agenda. All capital projects proposed within our TIP will
be designed and delivered using sustainable construction
methods. More specifically, the diagram summarises the three
key mechanisms through which we will support the shift to clean
growth and the project proposals intended to contribute to each.

Supporting Clean Energy Investment
(Skills and Training Offer)
Project 4: Clean Energy Education Hub

Encouraging
Sustainable/Active Travel
Project 1.2: Enhancing the Esplanade

Supporting Clean Energy Investment
(Quality of Life Offer)

Clean
Growth

Project 1: Town Centre Transformation

Project 3.3: Investment in Redcar Central Station

Project 2: Culture and Leisure Anchor Attraction

Project 6: Improving Connectivity with Teesworks

Project 3: Station Road Development
Project 5: Coatham Leisure Quarter
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Responding to Covid-19

Outdoor spaces to increase business capacity

Since March 2020, Redcar has been subject to significant
economic and social pressures resulting from Covid-19. Impacts
on health, prosperity and employment will continue to be evident
in outcomes for individuals, communities and town centres for
several years to come. Our TIP responds to these challenges and
seeks to capitalise on opportunities which will arise from changes
to the way people work, travel and spend
their leisure time, as shown in the diagram.

Project 1.2: Enhancing the Esplanade
Project 1.3: New Public Events Space
Project 3.1: Station Road (Public Realm) Improvements

Responding to growth
of e-commerce

Non-retail town centre
footfall drivers

Project 1.4: Business Grants and
Town Centre Management

Project 1: Town Centre Transformation
Project 2: Culture and Leisure Anchor Attraction
Project 3: Station Road Development

Covid-19
Response
Embedding the shift to
more active lifestyles

Capitalising on domestic tourism growth
Project 1: Town Centre Transformation

Project 1.2: Enhancing the
Esplanade

Project 2: Culture and Leisure Anchor Attraction

Project 5: Coatham Leisure
Quarter

Project 3: Station Road Development
Project 5: Coatham Leisure Quarter

A platform for growth in priority
sectors
Project 4: Clean Energy Education Hub

Project 6: Improving Connectivity
with Teesworks
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3.4 Project Summaries
Towns Fund Intervention Theme
n

Urban regeneration, planning and land use

Objectives Supported
n

Reinvigorated High Street

n

Coastal location

n

Culture and leisure offer

n

Good first impression

n

Walking and cycling routes

“As a Redcar resident, business leader and ambassador, I
believe these proposals will make coming to Redcar a great
proposition for prospective developers, investors, residents
and visitors – helping the area to compete regionally,
nationally and internationally.”
Andrew Fulton, Vice Chair
Redcar l Cleveland Ambassadors and Vice President of ICL Potash UK

1

Town centre transformation

Description
Our town centre will be transformed through a series of linked projects
that will create a vibrant High Street and Esplanade, and create a
new events space between the two to encourage both dwell time
and circulation. These projects will be supported by a Town Centre
Management function which will provide the focus and support needed
to ensure the capital investment is effective, and a grants scheme to help
businesses to locate in the town centre and improve their premises.
We will improve how the High Street looks and functions, introducing new hard
landscaping, street furniture, lighting and signage – as well as more greenery to
soften the area, and will use cultural commissions to respond to some of this work.
Improvements will extend into the streets linking to the Esplanade and Station
Road, drawing people between these key spaces.
A new public events space – with a series of ‘pods’ providing flexible space for
retail and food and beverage operators – will create a link from national multiples
on Regent Walk to the Esplanade (via the High Street). Designed to ensure we are
‘festival ready’ a dedicated events budget is proposed to cover an initial two year
period, the space will provide a much-needed focal point for the town centre and
create a place where events of regional and national scale can take place, building
on the success of the Festival of Thrift.
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The updating of the high street from an ugly and dated mismatch of buildings
opening out to the best asset (seafront) will greatly encourage investment.
Redcar Resident and Business Owner

Artist’s impression of our new High Street
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“The town centre needs an open events space
and views to the beach.”
Redcar Resident

Artist’s impression of our new events space linking the High Street to the seafront
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1

Town centre transformation

n The Esplanade will be enhanced by widening
pavements, slowing traffic and creating convenient
crossing points. This will make it easier for people
to enjoy the seafront and move between the beach
and the town centre. It will also create opportunities
to establish a café culture - something which has
been trialled successfully in parts of the town during
the pandemic.
n Our successful programme of businesses grants
– experiencing unprecedented demand in response
to Covid-19 – will be extended. This will support
the growth of our independent sector, working with
business and landlords to uplift dilapidated
properties, improving shop frontages and visitor
accommodation.
n A Town Centre Management function will be
established. This will provide a dedicated resource
to liaise with investors and administer business
support, such as digital training to take advantage
of the e-commerce boom. It will also help to coordinate events and drive further improvements to
the visitor experience, ensuring that the town 		
remains vibrant all year round.

Rationale
n

Improving the public realm will create an environment that
residents and visitors want to spend time enjoying

n

Providing the infrastructure and having a focus on culture-led
regeneration will allow more events to take place and will
		
		

Attract more visitors
Stimulate town centre footfall
Encourage inward investment
Encourage more overnight stays
Increase spend
Maximise the uniqueness of our coastal location as part
of the wider Tees Valley offer
Stimulate an increase in accommodation to meet the needs
of visitors
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Artist’s impression of our new events space, removing poor
quality buildings and creating a new heart to the town.
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1

Town centre transformation

Funding

Outputs

Outcomes

n £9,776,000 of Town Deal funding

n Redevelopment of strategically important sites
(including one vacant unit)

n Reduced vacancy rates and a high quality town
centre, with an established focal point and strong
connections to the seafront

n £300,000 of match funding (RCBC) for Business
Grants scheme

n 14,335sq.m of enhanced public realm (including
2,060sq.m public events space)

n £375,000 of private leverage

n An improved arts and cultural offer that is easier
for residents/visitors to access

n 10 cultural events delivered each year
n Grant programme for employers in key sectors
n 425sq.m of quality commercial space in a town
centre location

n Redcar is perceived in a more positive light by
residents/business/visitors, attracting 100,000
visitors per annum to experience our arts/cultural
events space, increasing footfall and dwell times
n A town centre offer and environment that
supports our inward investment offer and
encourages workers at key employment sites to
visit regularly

Town Deal Funding
Capital Funding

Revenue Funding

Total

1.1 Attractive High Street

£2,902,000

-

£2,902,000

1.2 Enhancing the Esplanade

£1,986,000

-

£1,986,000

1.3 New Public Events Space

£4,358,000

-

£4,358,000

-

£530,000

£530,000

£9,246,000

£530,000

£9,776,000

1.4 Business Grants and Town Centre Management
Total
Table 6: Town Deal Funding Ask (Project 1)

n Our independent sector is supported – by
encouraging entrepreneurial activity – and
the town’s appeal as a retail destination is
strengthened
- 13 new businesses created
- 100 businesses supported
- 70 new quality bedspaces created
- 75 new FTE jobs created
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2

Culture and leisure anchor attraction

Towns Fund Intervention Theme
n

Arts, culture and heritage

Objectives Supported
n

Reinvigorated High Street

n

Coastal location

n

Culture and leisure offer

“Indoor activity centre is a necessity
to encourage visitors, providing
somewhere for families on wet days.”
Redcar Resident

Description
We will deliver a new family activity centre and cultural hub – The
Lighthouse – on the Esplanade, creating a new anchor attraction
for visitors and residents. Together with additional investment
proposals for the seafront (see Projects 1, 3 and 5) it will create
a more vibrant and attractive Esplanade and enhance the town’s
leisure and visitor offer for both locals and tourists.
The Lighthouse will provide a space for people to meet, relax and have fun.
The building will include a rooftop restaurant/café and terrace with seaviews –
something currently lacking from our visitor offer. It will provide indoor activities
such as bowling, mini golf, laser tag and a climbing wall to address a shortfall of
leisure attractions for young people and families that are not weather dependent.
This will help Redcar to draw in visitors from a wider area and establish the town as
a year round destination.
The purpose-built facility will provide a modern, exciting and welcoming space
for all with access to digital technology, information, services and learning. It
will include an engaging story telling area and rooms for exhibitions and events,
replacing existing library provision and putting it in the heart of the town where it
will thrive. The Lighthouse will be supported by a regular programme of events
(a dedicated revenue budget is proposed to cover an initial 12 month period)
creating an uplifting space – a beacon – that people will be drawn to, helping to
drive footfall into the town centre.
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Rationale
n

Build upon recent/planned investment to
improve Redcar’s leisure offer and strengthen
the town’s appeal to residents and visitors

n

Reduce the seasonality of our visitor economy
by introducing indoor attractions

n

Respond to changes in the way people interact
with town centres by increasing leisure uses and
create the conditions for further private sector
leisure investment

n

Enhance town centre vibrancy by providing a
purpose-built, centrally located cultural and
community facility – widely recognised as a
driver of footfall. This will draw pedestrian
movement along High Street and onto the
Esplanade via the new public events space
(Project 1)

n

Reduce town centre vacancy rates and enhance
the built environment of the Esplanade by
redeveloping a key strategic site
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“Adding the indoor and outdoor attractions with new outside spaces and improved
cultural offerings will certainly increase visitor numbers year-round. As a
seafront business owner this is most welcome. In fact, this plan is encouraging my
company to expand and look to add further businesses in Redcar.”
Redcar Resident and Seafront Business Owner

Artist’s impression of the Lighthouse family entertainment centre and interactive library experience.
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2

Culture and leisure anchor attraction

Funding

Outputs

Outcomes

n £9,265,000 of Town Deal funding

n Remediation of strategically important, vacant
sites

n Establish a key cultural/leisure anchor attraction
on our seafront, improving perceptions of the
town amongst residents, visitors and businesses
and drawing footfall into the centre of the town

n £9,165,000 capital funding
n New/upgraded cultural facility
n £100,000 revenue funding
n 110 cultural events delivered each year
n £750,000 of private leverage
n 2,265sq.m of quality commercial space in the
town centre
n £50,000 estimated rental income (p.a.)

n Increase Redcar’s appeal as a tourism destination
by enhancing the town’s leisure and cultural offer,
attracting 100,000 visitors p.a.
n Reduce town centre vacancy rates and improve
the environmental quality of the Espalanade
n Create 7 new businesses and 30 new FTE jobs
n Healthier lifestyles amongst our workers and
residents

“Cultural/library facilities at the heart of town
are essential for keeping life at the town centre gives people a reason to be there.”
Redcar Resident
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3

Station Road development

Towns Fund Intervention Theme
n Urban regeneration, planning and land use

Objectives Supported
n Reinvigorated High Street
n Culture and leisure offer
n Attractive housing
n Good first impression
n Walking and cycling routes

Description
Improvements to Station Road will maximise the impact
of major committed investment (at Redcar Central
Station and Regent Cinema). We will deliver public realm
improvements along the length of Station Road, including:
a consistent paving style, new seating, a feature public
space and new planting. This will also address the need
– highlighted by our response to Covid-19 – to provide
outdoor spaces in the area, increasing the capacity of our
bars and restaurants whilst adhering to social distancing
guidelines. Poor quality housing and business premises
at the southern end of Station Road will be redeveloped
to provide new, high quality apartments and commercial
space. The Town Deal funding will help us prepare these
sites for redevelopment.
Taken together, these measures will enhance our housing offer and the
physical environment around Redcar Central Station, whilst improving
links between two key projects for which funding has already been
secured:
n The redevelopment of our Grade II listed train station to provide a
vibrant, mixed-use facility (at the south of Station Road)
n The delivery of the Regent Cinema, a 3 screen, independent, new
release cinema with a café/bar area and balcony with sea views (at the
north of Station Road)

Station Road Proposals
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Rationale
n The benefits from investment in the station and cinema will be maximised addressing issues of
poor quality public realm and antisocial behaviour from the poor quality housing stock which risk
undermining their impact
n Create a pleasant streetscape for visitors and residents to enjoy, will drive increased footfall to
support the growth of our ‘Northern Quarter’ as a focus for independent bars and restaurants
n Addresses an identified shortfall of 2 bedroom flats and apartments. This will attract young
couples and families, supporting the growth of our town centre café/restaurant and retail offer
and leisure opportunities
n Increase town centre residential values – unlocking the coastal price premium observed
elsewhere in the North East – which are currently constrained by the quality of product and wider
lifestyle offer
n Strengthen and improve the linkage between the station and the seafront, enhancing access to
the beach

View down Station Road toward the seafront
and the site of the new Regent Cinema

“The Station Road improvements, in particular the removal of poor housing
near the train station is vital for the first impressions into town.”
Redcar Resident and business owner
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3

Station Road development

Funding

Outputs

Outcomes

n £2,266,000 of Town Deal funding

n Remediate/develop abandoned/dilapidated sites

n £15,230,000 of match funding
- SSI Growth Fund: £4,500,000
- Welcome to Redcar & Cleveland
Investment Fund: £10,680,000
- Railway Heritage Fund: £50,000

n A development site will be created that will lead
to 27 high quality residential units (gross) in a key
gateway area

n Improved gateway site, which enhances
perceptions of place amongst residents, visitors
and businesses

n £6,100,000 of private sector leverage

n 2,970sq.m of enhanced public realm/new public
space
n 305sq.m of quality commercial space (gross) in a
key gateway area

n Increased footfall, drawing visitors between our
redeveloped train station and a new, independent
cinema, by providing a high-quality public realm
which connects the two, and encourages visitors
and residents to explore the Northern Quarter
n Create 5 new businesses and 15 new FTE jobs
(excluding investment in Redcar Central Station
and Regent Cinema)
n New opportunities for town centre living and
increased spend in the local economy

The new Regent Cinema due to be completed in Spring/Summer 2022

Town Deal Funding

3.1 Station Road (Public Realm) Improvements
3.2 New Housing on Station Road
Total
Table 7: Town Deal Funding Ask (Project 3)

Capital
Funding

Revenue
Funding

Total

£1,351,000

-

£1,351,000

£840,000

£75,000

£915,000

£2,191,000

£75,000

£2,266,000
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4

Clean Energy Education Hub

Towns Fund Intervention Theme
n Skills infrastructure

Objectives Supported
n Maximise the benefits of Teesworks
n Access new job opportunities

“Reskilling the population to play a key
role in a new green future is the only to
build resilience in the economy, besides
being the absolutely right thing to do.”
Redcar Resident

Description
Working in partnership with Redcar &
Cleveland College, we will deliver a Clean
Energy Education Hub – the only facility
of its type proposed in the Tees Valley.
Discussion with the private sector has
identified a need – and strong support
– for courses focussed on existing and
new businesses operating in clean energy
and related sectors. Likely private sector
partners in the delivery of the project
include: Wilton Engineering; Able UK;
SABIC; Johnson Matthey; Ensus; Northern
Gas Networks; Sofia and AV Dawson.
This new, specialist industrial facility will provide
training tailored to meet the needs of the energy
sector, with a focus on offshore wind, renewables
and hydrogen. A 2-storey extension to the College’s
existing engineering wing will be created, with open
floorplate and double ceiling heights – ensuring
flexibility of use. The Education Hub will build upon
and add value to the Teesworks Skills Academy
supporting the move from the construction phase to
the long-term sustainable jobs on-site.

Together, the proposals will position Redcar at the
forefront of a new industrial revolution, which –
through investment at Teesworks and beyond – is set
to create thousands of jobs in the town and underpin
a sustainable economic future which reflects our
manufacturing heritage.
The Clean Energy Education Hub will be supported
by a dedicated skills planning function ensuring closer
collaboration between the College and existing/
prospective employers. The early and detailed
intelligence on emerging skills needs that this will
provide will be critical in enabling the College and
other training providers to design and deliver higher
level courses (where a longer lead-in time is required)
in good time. This will ensure that Redcar & Cleveland
and Tees Valley residents are equipped to compete for
all employment opportunities created by the sector
in the local economy – including the higher skilled,
higher value jobs (at Teesworks and other planned
investments) which will deliver the greatest direct and
catalytic economic impact.
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“As the hydrogen agenda develops it is clear
that there will be a growth in the skills and jobs
required to facilitate this new energy sector.
Therefore, departments like the Centre for
Energy will be crucial to the solution, providing
a much-needed environment where individuals
can develop and learn new skills to allow them
to enter jobs within the hydrogen sector with
sufficient training and knowledge.”
Melanie Taylor, Head of External Relations, Northern Gas
Networks
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Rationale
n Delivering a dedicated skills offer will maximise
the town’s ability to compete for clean energy
inward investment opportunities (building on
our locational strengths and key development
opportunities such as Teesworks)
n Improving the skills profile of Redcar residents
which will allow them to access higher paid
skilled jobs and will retain more of our young
people in the town
n This will address issues of high unemployment
and underemployment – and low incomes – in
the local labour market. This will also help to
increase local prosperity, supporting the wider
town centre improvements proposed in our
TIP
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4

Clean Energy Education Hub

Funding

Outputs

Outcomes

n £2,415,000 of Town Deal funding
- £2,280,000 capital funding
- £135,000 revenue funding

n New, purpose-built skills facility

n 315 new learners assisted p.a. supporting
Redcar residents to compete effectively for new
employment opportunities in clean energy

n £750,000 of private sector leverage (unsecured)

n Increased and closer collaboration with employers

n The proportion of local residents with formal
qualifications will increase
n Redcar’s inward investment proposition and
the productivity of our business base will be
strengthened through the focussed delivery of
training and skills in this sector
n Create 5 FTE jobs with the potential for further
growth

“Redcar and Cleveland are well located to take part in the
development of a hydrogen economy given the proximity of large
wind powered generation assets together with carbon capture and
storage possibilities. Should opportunities present to help develop
skills or demonstrate and validate new heat technologies via this
proposal we would be fully supportive”.
Jeff House, Head of External Affairs, Baxi Heating UK
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5

Coatham leisure quarter

Towns Fund Intervention Theme
n Urban regeneration, planning and land use

Objectives Supported
n Coastal location
n Culture and leisure offer
n Good first impression

Description
A new leisure quarter on a key seafront
development site to the west of the town
centre is currently being established.
The scheme will be delivered in three
phases, with Phase 1 providing a hotel and
restaurant through private investment, an
adventure golf course and a high quality
children’s play area. Work to prepare the site
has already commenced using £750,000 of
accelerated Town Deal Funding.

n Walking and cycling routes

“We are really excited about the
facilities planned at Coatham.
We see a lot of potential in utilising
the coast at Cotham for a range
of exciting beach activities,
encouraging new activity and
participation of water and land
based sports from this location”.
Kevin Anderson,
KA Adventure Sports

Town Deal funding will be used to deliver the second
phase, a water sports hub providing the infrastructure
to support outdoor activities, water sports and related
events, making use of the expansive but underutilised
Majuba Beach and large lagoons at South Gare. The
facility will include showers, changing facilities, lockers,
equipment store and hire, and secure cycle parking.
Existing operators across the Tees Valley and the
North East have helped to shape the specification of
the development and identified private sector interest
in operating facilities at Coatham.

This will allow Redcar to position itself as a focus for
coastal adrenalin activity to:
n differentiate our offer from that of traditional seaside
towns within a 30 minute drive time
n leverage our natural assets
n build on our track record of successfully hosting
sporting events (including the Redcar Half
Marathon, Redcar Sprint Triathlon and British
Landsailing Championship Regatta) to attract more
visitors
The facility will grow over time, raising its profile by
hosting regional and national events with the adjacent
hotel providing accommodation for participants and
spectators. It has been designed to accommodate
further expansion (on existing car parking) as its
significance and popularity grows.

Proposed new hotel, Coatham
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Our ambition is to draw those people attracted to
new leisure facilities at Coatham into the town centre
– encouraging them to spend more time in Redcar
and benefitting our businesses. To support this, we
will improve the exterior of residential properties on
Newcomen Terrace. Properties will be re-decorated
to create an attractive, vibrant and welcoming
streetscape at the beginning of this key approach to
the town centre.

“We’re delighted to be part of Redcar’s
future growth - the Town Deal proposals for an uplifted
visitor destination and close ties to the commercial opportunities
at Wilton and Teesworks make our new hotel here a really exciting investment”.
Sean Donkin. Managing Director, The Inn Collection Group
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Rationale
n We will be building on the delivery of new
leisure facilities in Redcar to increase the
attractions on offer and address a key barrier
to increasing visitor numbers and dwell times
n This will develop the potential of our beaches
to host a variety of water sports, attracting
new, young, active visitors to Redcar. This will
help to support our wider ambitions to grow
our independent retail, food and drink offer
n We will be improving the environmental
quality of a key route into the town centre
– maximising the potential for linked trips
between Coatham and the wider area
n The project will support our ambitions to
attract inward investment and grow the town
centre residential market, by redeveloping a
vacant gateway site and increase opportunities
for outdoor recreation further improving
Redcar’s quality of life offer
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5

Coatham leisure quarter

Funding

Outputs

Outcomes

n £900,000 of Town Deal funding (capital)

n Remediation and development of an abandoned/
dilapidated site

n The creation of a vibrant leisure quarter located
on a key gateway site which will improve
perceptions of place amongst residents, visitors
and businesses and create opportunities for new
businesses

n £3,750,000 of match funding
- Welcome to Redcar & Cleveland
Investment Fund: £3,000,000
- Town Deal Accelerated Funding: £750,000
n £6,750,000 of private sector leverage

n New water sports facility
n 18 residential properties improved

n The environmental quality of a key route into
Redcar town centre will be improved and will
enhance investor and visitor perceptions
n Tourism visits will be increased – with 75,000 to
150,000 visitors attracted each year - along with
additional spending in the town
n Healthier lifestyles amongst our workers and
residents

“Water sports would be fantastic
to have on our coastline. They are
becoming more popular by the day and
Redcar is missing out if we don’t have
these facilities.”
Coatham Masterplan - 3D View

Redcar Resident
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6

Improving connectivity with Teesworks

Towns Fund Intervention Theme
n Local transport

Objectives Supported
n Maximise the benefits of Teesworks
n Walking and cycling routes

Description
This project will deliver improvements to the existing shared
pedestrian-cycle infrastructure alongside the A1085, Trunk
Road, enhancing connectivity by active and sustainable modes
of travel between Redcar town centre, Teesworks and the
Clean Energy Education Hub.
The enhancements will focus on re-surfacing and signage, as well as
introducing a toucan signal controlled crossing on the A1085, Trunk Road
at the Steel House Roundabout. This will create a more attractive and safe
environment for walkers and cyclists.
When further details of the internal transport infrastructure at Teesworks
become available, these will be supported through the Redcar Masterplan
and funded through other investment opportunities.

“This investment plan will be hugely beneficial to our development at Teesworks by
linking the site even more closely to the town. Teesworks is the UK’s biggest investment
opportunity and a major catalyst in Redcar’s regeneration and it’s essential local
people can take advantage of the jobs we’re creating now and in the future.
This plan will significantly contribute to doing that, cementing the ability to upskill the
workforce, while improving transport links and making the site more accessible to all”.
Chris Musgrave,
Delivery Partner of Teesworks Ltd

New Entrance to Teesworks
Image credit: ©Tees Valley Combined Authority
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Rationale
n The whole of Redcar is located within an acceptable
cycling distance of Teesworks (north access). This
presents an opportunity, by enhancing walking and
cycling links, to:
		
		
		
-

-

-

-

Support the success of the Clean Energy Education
Hub proposals (Project 4) by improving connections for
the Hub to both Teesworks (as a key driver of
demand) and the town centre
Maximise the potential (alongside a dedicated skills
offer) for local residents to access the 20,000 jobs to
be created at the site
Encourage workers to travel into the town centre,
allowing Redcar to capture the benefits of this 		
additional economic activity
Support our ambitions to grow the town centre 		
residential market, enabling workers to access major
cluster of employment opportunities whilst living
close to the enhanced leisure offer of our revitalised
town centre
Encourage workers to commute to/from the site using
active travel modes, reinforcing Teeswork’s clean 		
growth credentials

n Early intervention to positively influence commuting
patterns – as proposed – is essential in delivering the
benefits outlined above

Route of proposed new pedestrian/cycle infrastructure
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6

Improving connectivity with Teesworks

Funding

Outputs

Outcomes

n £373,000 of Town Deal funding (capital)

n Upgraded cycle or walking paths, with
interventions focussed on:
- Redcar town centre to Teesworks: north access
at the A1085, Steel House roundabout (route
approximately 3.00km in total)
- Redcar town centre to Teesworks: south access
at the A1085, Grangetown roundabout (route
approximately 6.35km in total)

n Improved connectivity between Redcar town
centre and Teesworks by active travel modes,
resulting in 1,700 trips daily by active travel
modes

n £100,000 of match funding (TVCA/RCBC Cycling
Routes Fund)

n Improved accessibility to Teesworks for residents
that do not drive or have access to a car
n Reduced vehicular movements linked to new
industrial opportunities to be created at
Teesworks
n Healthier lifestyles amongst our workers and
residents
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3.5 Outputs and Outcomes
Each of the project proposals set out in the preceding
pages has been designed to respond directly to the
key issues and opportunities facing Redcar. With
significant investment proposed in major employment
opportunities such as Teesworks and the Anglo
American Woodsmith mine and with aspirations to
establish a Freeport in the area, the focus of our TIP is
not on stimulating further industrial investment.
Instead, the TIP has been designed to act as a vehicle
to position Redcar to benefit from the wealth that
existing and planned investment will create. Central
to this is the need to improve the town centre and
make it an attractive, interesting place. A failure to
achieve this would represent a significant missed
opportunity for Redcar in terms of capturing the
benefits from the wider investment proposals for the
town.

Festival of Thrift
Image credit: ©Tracy Kidd Photography for Festival of Thrift
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Individually, each project will play an important role in supporting
the economic sustainability of the town in the long-term.
Collectively, their impact will be even greater, with all our projects
coalescing around the need to:
n Maximise the economic opportunities linked to investment in
the area, particularly in clean energy
n Create a vibrant town centre which attracts more residents 		
and visitors and responds to the challenges of Covid-19.
The diagram on pages 96 and 97 provides an overview of the
Theory of Change underpinning our TIP. It demonstrates how
each of these ambitions will be delivered by our programme of
investment.
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Our theory of change
Redcar Town Deal Objectives

Maximise the local benefits of Redcar’s clean energy renaissance

Create a vibrant, attractive
town centre

Inputs/Project
Town Centre transformation

Outputs
Improved public realm
Development of abandoned or dilapidated sites
Programme of grants to support local SMEs

Strengthen our culture and
leisure offer

Culture and leisure anchor attraction

New cultural facility
Expanded programme of cultural events
Quality commercial space (including major
indoor activity centre)

Encourage town centre
living

Station Road development

New/Improved residential properties

Clean energy education hub

Purpose-built skills facility

Improve key arrival points to
the town
Equip our residents with
the skills to access new job
opportunities

Closer collaboration with employers

Harness the potential of our
coastal location

Coatham leisure quarter

New water sports facility

Improve walking and cycling
routes

Improving connectivity with Teesworks

Upgraded walking and cycling routes
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Outcomes

Impact

Create a high quality town centre with reduced vacancies and
strong connections to the seafront

Create a more vibrant and viable town centre, which
encourages further private sector investment

Improve perceptions of Redcar and increase footfall

Support the town centre’s recovery from Covid-19

Encourage entrpreneurial activity and support the growth of
our independent sector

Reposition Redcar as an exciting, attractive destination with a
strong independent sector

Improve Redcar’s leisure and cultural offer, reducing the
seasonality of our visitor economy

Support a stronger cultural/quality of life offer which
underpins our inward investment proposition

Increase the number and value of tourist visits and
expenditure

Create more entry level jobs in retail and leisure to
complement higher value opportunities in clean energy

Create new opportunities for town centre living

Attract and retain more expenditure within the town centre,
supporting demand for culture/leisure facilities and our
independent secctor

Improve the envionmental quality of key gateways

Create a greater sense of arrival and encourage visitors to
explore the town

Support our residents to compete for clean energy
employment opportunities

Increase local prosperity by supporting local residents into
(high value, high paid) jobs

Deliver training and skills programmes aligned to the needs
of clean energy

Support inward investment by giving businesses the
confidence their skills needs can be met locally

Increase the number and value of tourist visits and
expenditure

Contribute to the growth of Redcar as a tourism destination
by hosting events and differentiating the town’s offer

Improve connectivity between Redcar and Teesworks by
active travel modes

Support the clean energy credentials of Teesworks by
promoting active travel

Reduce future growth in vehicular movements linked to
Teesworks

Deliver improved public health and wellbeing

Encourage healthier lifestyles amongst workers and residents
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The successful delivery of the project proposals will generate the following direct outputs:

Development of abandoned or
dilapidated sites

17,305sq.m of improved public realm
(including 2,060sq.m of new public events
space)

120 cultural events delivered each year

New/upgraded cultural facility

New/upgraded sports facility

2,995sq.m of quality commercial space

in town centre/gateway locations (including a
major new indoor activity centre)
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£50,000+ of rental income each year

Increased and closer collaboration
with employers

Programme of grants to support
local SMEs in key sectors

Upgraded walking and cycle routes

New, purpose-built skills facility

45 new/improved residential properties
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In the short-to-medium term, our programme of investment will deliver a range
of positive economic outcomes for Redcar:
Create a high quality town centre
with reduced vacancies, an established
focal point and strong connections to the
seafront

Improve the breadth and depth of Redcar’s
leisure and cultural offer, reducing the
seasonality of our visitor economy

Improve the environmental quality of

Improve the quality and quantity of
visitor accommodation – creating 70 new
visitor bedspaces (with a further 42 delivered
on the wider Coatham Phase 1 development)

key gateways

Improve perceptions of Redcar amongst

residents, businesses and visitors - increasing
town centre footfall

Encourage entrepreneurial activity and
support the growth of our independent
sector – creating 25+ new businesses and
supporting a further 100

Increase the number and value of tourist
visits, attracting up to 350,000 additional
visitors each year

Increase visitor expenditure by
£18m each year
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Create 125 new FTE jobs

Reduce future growth in vehicular
movements linked to new industrial
opportunities at Teesworks

Support our residents to compete for clean
energy employment opportunities, assisting
315 learners each year on relevant skills and
training programmes

Deliver training and skills programmes
aligned to the needs of the clean energy sector

Improve connectivity between Redcar and
Teesworks by active travel modes

Encourage healtheir lifestyles amongst
workers and residents

Create new opportunities for town centre

living
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3.6 Financial Profile
In total, we are seeking £25m of Town Deal funding.
An overview of our financial profile, our total ‘ask’ of
government, and the capital/revenue split of each
project is set out in the tables. In accordance with the
guidance, our investment programme is principally
made up of capital investment (£24.2m).

Table 8: Town Deal Funding Ask (Capital / Revenue)
Project

Total

Capital

Revenue

Town Centre Transformation

9,776,000

9,246,000

530,000

Culture and Leisure Anchor Attraction

9,265,000

9,165,000

100,000

Station Road Development

2,266,000

2,191,000

75,000

A small amount of revenue funding (£840k or 3.5%
of the overall programme) is also sought. This will
support the delivery of the following capital projects:

Clean Energy Education Hub

2,415,000

2,280,000

135,000

Coatham Leisure Quarter

900,000

900,000

-

Improving Connectivity with Teesworks

373,000

373,000

-

n Town centre transformation: by establishing a Town Centre
Management function (funded for an initial 3 years by
the Towns Fund) to manage the process of change with
businesses as we deliver our capital programme. We will
also ensure that the new spaces delivered are animated
and vibrant by developing a bespoke events programme
and delivering digital training to improve the e-commerce
capabilities of our businesses

Total

24,995,000

24,155,000

840,000

Match
Funding

Private
Leverage

n Culture and leisure anchor attraction: by providing new
resources and delivering a programme of events and
activities at The Lighthouse to draw people into the space
n Station Road development: obtain outlining planning
consent for new housing development to help de-risk the
site before it is taken to market

Table 9: Total Investment
Project

Town Deal
Ask

Total
Investment

Town Centre Transformation

9,776,000

300,000

375,000

10,451,000

Culture and Leisure Anchor Attraction

9,265,000

-

750,000

10,015,000

Station Road Development

2,266,000

15,230,000

6,100,000

23,596,000

Clean Energy Education Hub

2,415,000

-

750,000

3,165,000

Coatham Leisure Quarter

900,000

3,750,000

6,750,000

11,400,000

Improving Connectivity with Teesworks

373,000

100,000

-

473,000

24,995,000

19,380,000

14,725,000

59,100,000

Total

Iconic Redcar Penguins on the seafront
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n Clean energy education hub: establish a dedicated resource
to provide early intelligence on the training/skills needs of
existing and prospective investors, allowing programmes to
be designed and delivered in good time
In total, the projects included within our TIP represent
£59.1m of investment. The £25.0m Town Deal funding ask
will deliver this by helping to maximise the impact of existing
commitments and unlock new investment totalling:
n £19.3m of match funding; and
n £14.7m of private sector leverage (including a new hotel,
town centre residential and improved business premises).

While our Town Deal ‘ask’ is £25m, in
total, the projects included within our
TIP represent £59.1m of investment.
Redcar Town Deal Board

4

Engagement
and Delivery

Members of the Town Deal Board with supporting Officers
from Redcar & Cleveland Council on Redcar High Street
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4.1 Town Deal Board
The Redcar Town Deal Board was established in
January 2020 to oversee the development of our
TIP. It is chaired by Darren Winter (a local business
owner and chair of the Redcar & Cleveland Business
Network) and includes representation from the
public, private and community sectors. The diverse
membership provides access to a range of expertise
– and wider network of stakeholders – which reflects
the key intervention themes of the Towns Fund:
connectivity, regeneration, arts and culture, skills
and enterprise. This is summarised in the diagram on
page 106.

We don’t want to go home!

www.redcartowndeal.com
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Redcar Town Deal Board Organogram
Darren Winter
Duco Digital and Redcar & Cleveland Business Network (Chair)
RCBC Project
Support Team

Public
Organisations

Anchor
Institutions

Private
Sector

Angela Brockbank
Head of Place
Investment and
Development

Cllr Mary Lanigan
Leader, RCBC

Jason Faulkner
Redcar & Cleveland
College

Malcolm Horne
Alpek Polyester UK

Jacob Young
MP for Redcar

Rosemary Du Rose
Beyond Housing
(Vice Chair)

Victoria Smee
Betty Leigh
Boutique

Cllr Wayne Davies
Cabinet Member
for Economic
Development, RCBC

Stella Hall
Festival Director
Festival of Thrift

Tony Batty
Arriva North East

Fran Anderson
Assistant Director
for Health and
Communities

John Sampson
Managing Director
RCBC

Mike Milen
Redcar & Cleveland
Voluntary
Development Agency

Matt Parsons
Anglo American

Laura Case
Head of Culture
and Tourism

Andrew Carter
Assistant Director
for Economic
Growth, RCBC

Jonathan Grainge
Cleveland Police

Clare Stanton
Lead Business
Investment Advisor

Alison Fellows
Tees Valley Combined
Authority

Margie Oliver
Head of Business and
Employment Growth
Simon Houldsworth
Strategic Transport
Manager

Visioning Task & Finish Group

Community Engagement
Task & Finish Group

Redcar Business
Consultation
Group

Redcar Business
Consultation
Group

KEY
n Regeneration and Place
n Community Representatives
n Skills and Business Enterprise
n Connectivity
n Culture and Civil Society
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Board meetings (held on a monthly basis) and additional ‘task and
finish’ sessions have been used, at key milestones, to:
n Discuss and agree the main issue and opportunities facing
Redcar
n Establish a headline vision and a set of strategic objectives for
the town
n Explore potential projects and spatial priorities
n Agree a long list of projects to be appraised (and the criteria
to be applied) as part of the prioritisation process
n Discuss the results of the prioritisation process and agree the
final list of projects for inclusion within the TIP

Overall, I think a great deal of thought has been
put into the plan and I for one as a business
owner am encouraged to look to expand my
business on the back of this plan. I feel confident
in the future of the town.
I love the sand under my paws!

Seafront Business Owner
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4.2 Engagement: Shaping the Town Investment Plan
The preparation of our TIP has been shaped by
extensive engagement with stakeholders and
residents. A full Stakeholder Engagement Report can
be found at Appendix 2. This contains a full list of
organisations consulted including:
n Public organisations such as Redcar & Cleveland Borough
Council (at Officer and Ward Member level), Tees Valley
Combined Authority, Teesworks/South Tees Development
Corporation and Public Health South Tees
n Skills and training providers, including Redcar & Cleveland
College and Teesside University
n Key businesses including Anglo American, Sembcorp and
Alpek Polyester and local retailers/traders
n Community and Voluntary Sector representatives such as 		
Friends of Redcar and the Redcar Development Trust

“Would love to see these plans taking shape.
Excellent for the area.”
Redcar Resident

The process of engagement began early in the development of
the TIP and has continued throughout – providing opportunities
for all those affected by the proposals to help shape our
programme of investment. Engagement has been iterative, but
has broadly comprised of two key stages:
n Understanding Needs/Opportunities and Shaping our Vision
n Feedback on Project Proposals
In response to the challenges to engagement presented by
Covid-19, the majority of consultation has been undertaken
digitally, via a combination of online surveys, telephone interviews
and meetings/workshops conducted online. A dedicated
Town Deal website (https://www.redcartowndeal.com/) was
established early in the process to act as a key reference point
and has been updated regularly to effectively disseminate
information as proposals have developed.

The process begins - Council Officers collaborate
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We recognise, however, that digital consultation is not
appropriate for reaching all sections of the community. To
ensure that our approach to engagement was inclusive, we
supplemented it with:
n A paper survey (seeking feedback on project proposals) which
was distributed to approximately 20,000 households in Redcar,
which could be returned via a freepost tear-away slip
n A Radio Tees interview to promote our consultation events
n A large advertising hoarding on the High Street asking people
to get involved
n An article promoting the consultation events in RCBC’s internal
newsletter ‘This is BBB’
n Targeted social media posts to engage local residents, 		
Redcar’s visitors from around the Tees Valley and hard-to-reach
respondents

“This would give local people a passionate sense of pride in their
town. Visitors would see a massive improvement which would
generate repeat tourism and day out visits from none-local people.”
Redcar Resident and business owner
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Understanding Needs/Opportunities and Shaping
our Vision

n Providing more culture and leisure attractions to
draw-in visitors

Desk-based analysis to identify the issues and opportunities
facing Redcar was supported by a series of one-to-one
interviews with key stakeholders. A range of stakeholders were
enagaged across the key ‘workstreams’ of
connectivity; regeneration; arts and culture; skills; enterprise;
and community. Three online surveys were also issued in
July 2020 to capture intelligence on:

The intelligence gathered through the stages of work described
above revealed a group of potential objectives, which were
debated and prioritised in a ‘Visioning Workshop’ attended by
stakeholders. This session was used to explore and firm up the
vision. A ‘Design Sprint’ was then held to develop potential
projects and explore spatial priorities for intervention.

n The challenges/constraints holding Redcar back
n Areas for improvement in Redcar
n The town’s key assets in relation to people, place
and connectivity
n Future aspirations for the town
These tailored surveys received responses from: 10 Ward
Councillors; 50 stakeholders; and 704 members of the public/
businesses. The graphs summarise some of the key findings
from the survey (further details are provided at Appendix 2) and
highlight the importance of:

What is holding Redcar back? (Multiple choice)
Appearance of the town centre

50%

The range or quality of shopping on offer

41%

Facilities and attractions for visitors
(eg hotels and public toilets)

35%

Attractiveness as a place to live

13%

Public Engagement, July 2020

47%

10%

Public

27%

23%

6%

10

65%

31%

12%

0
Members

60%

20%

20%

Availability of jobs
Support for local business / entrepreneurs

n Improving the range and quality of retail provision
on offer (with a focus on our independent offer)

70%

47%

30%
27%

People’s perception of Redcar

n Enhancing the appearance of the town and the seafront

72%
67%

20

30

Stakeholders

40

50

60

70

80
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What do you think are the main things that should be improved in Redcar? (Open response)
34%

Town centre
Seaside

22%
17%

Supporting independent businesses / job creation
Shopping

26%

30%
29%

8%
15%
18%

Cultural / family attractions
4%

Transport options

16%
13%
10%

Improve leisure / entertainment offerings

10%
8%

Restaurant / cafes

0
Public

10

20

Stakeholders

A second round of public consultation was conducted in October/
November 2020 to inform the prioritisation of projects. This
focussed on determining the level of support for each of the
projects on the TIP longlist and was used – alongside the
technical assessment of proposals – to shortlist the final list of
projects.
Consultation took the form of a survey, which was distributed
to 20,000 households in Redcar and available online. The
survey included project descriptions and visuals, to ensure that
participants had information each of the projects. Participants
were asked to award each project a score between 1 and 5, to
reflect their perceived importance, with 5 being highest.

20%
7%

Parking

Public Engagement, July 2020

46%

Feedback on Project Proposals

30

40

50

A total of 2,188 responses to the second round of public
consultation were received, ensuring the statistical significance of
the results. The data collected was used to calculate an average
score for each project. This demonstrated that:
n Public support was strongest for the following interventions: 		
public realm improvements to the High Street; establishing 		
a Town Centre Management function and business grant 		
scheme; improvements to the Esplanade; and a new indoor 		
activity centre
n The majority of interventions included within our TIP were 		
well supported by the public – with average scores 			
in excess of 3.25. The one exception to this, and the only 		
shortlisted intervention to score less than 3.0, is the delivery of
new residential development on Station Road
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New housing on Station Road is included in the TIP, despite
relatively low levels of stakeholder support. This reflects the
following:
n At a very localised level, the project is seen as a key priority 		
for residents, businesses and stakeholders with an interest in 		
the Station Road area. The need for intervention has been the
subject of discussion for some time
n The proposals have a key role to play in addressing two
key priorities identified by consultees: improving the 			
attractiveness of the town centre; and enhancing perceptions
of Redcar. The role that new housing on Station Road can 		
play is reflected in some of the comments received from
local residents: “The priority must be to smarten up the station
and the flats at the top of Station Road. This is anyone’s first
impression when they get off the train!”
Our TIP and the projects for which funding is sought benefit
from strong levels of public support. They have been developed
specifically to respond to the issues and opportunities viewed
– by residents and stakeholders – as important to securing a
sustainable economic future for the town. In addition, feedback
on the individual project proposals demonstrates a high degree of
buy-in from local residents.

Table 10: Project Rankings
Name of Intervention

Mean Average Score

Attractive High Street

4.30

Business Grants and Town Centre Management

3.88

Enhancing the Esplanade

3.76

Indoor Activity Centre

3.74

Improving Seaside Properties (Newcomen Terrace)

3.62

Walking and Cycling Improvements

3.59

Station Road (Public Realm) Improvements

3.45

Water Sports Hub at Coatham

3.45

New Public Events Space

3.42

Clean Energy Education Hub

3.36

The Lighthouse

3.28

New Housing on Station Road

2.71

“As a multiple business owner and resident of Redcar I think
this is a fantastic vision for the town that will revitalise and
upgrade an area so lacking in strategy or identity.”
Redcar Resident and business owner
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“It is important for the region to make Redcar
attractive to both visitors and holidaymakers which
will have a huge positive impact on the economy.”
Redcar Resident

I Move the Air, Festival of Thrift
Image credit: ©Tracy Kidd Photography for Festival of Thrift
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4.3 Business Engagement
Our TIP has been developed through close
engagement with business. Our Board includes
representation from major industrial employers and
SMEs. Public engagement exercises held in July and
October/November 2020 both sought responses
from, and were promoted to, the local business
community.

Targeted discussions have been held with individual businesses
to test the appetite to deliver and refine the specification of
particular project proposals. This includes:
Project 2: Culture and Leisure Anchor Attraction: indoor family
entertainment operators including Everyone Entertained, Dunes
Family Entertainment Centre, Seldon Leisure, World Clip ‘n’
Climb, Gravity and Jump360
Project 4: Clean Energy Education Hub: existing Tees Valley
businesses with an interest in the clean energy sector, including
SABIC, Able UK, Wilton Engineering, Total Solutions, Johnson
Matthey, Ensus, Northern Gas Networks, Sofia and AV Dawson
Project 5: Coatham Leisure Quarter: operators active in the
water sports sector at the Tees Valley/regional level, including
KA Adventure Sport, Drift Surf Shop and Flow Surf Lessons

The Council’s specialist Business Growth
Advisors are ready to support businesses
to locate in Redcar, from new start ups to
international scale investors.
Clare Stanton, Lead Business Investment Advisor,
Redcar & Cleveland Borough Council

Project 6: Improving Connectivity with Teesworks: Teesworks
In addition, Redcar & Cleveland Borough Council’s Strategic
Assets Team have been involved in regular dialogue with land
owners and commercial agents with regard to key strategic sites
which we are seeking to acquire to deliver the projects set out
within this TIP.
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As a Board we are committed to continue to
drive forward these projects and act to ensure
the benefits of the funding are delivered in line
with the vision and Town Investment Plan.
We are here for the long term growth of Redcar.
Redcar Town Deal Board

Redcar l Cleveland Ambassador event with local businesses and organisations
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4.4 Future Engagement
We are committed to working collaboratively to
deliver our projects and unite Redcar behind a
common ambition. We will continue to drive forward
these projects and act to ensure the benefits of the
Redcar Town Deal are delivered in line with the vision
and Town Investment Plan.
The Redcar Town Deal will be delivered over several years and
the engagement which informed the vision and interventions will
continue as the projects are designed in detail, become part of
Redcar’s fabric and their impact evaluated. As the Town Deal is
implemented, we will build on the work done to:
n Remain engaged as Town Deal Board members, contributing
to the development of projects, the production of business
plans and the monitoring and evaluation of progress and
outcomes. We will use our networks and influence to engage
others in Redcar’s success story.
n Work with government, Tees Valley Combined Authority, our
Place Board and the Council to maximise the benefit and
impact of our Town Deal
n Maintain our dedicated Town Deal website with the Town Deal
projects’ progress and promote content through the related
social media accounts

n Work with elected members and other community leaders including our Place Ambassadors - to disseminate information
about the Redcar Town Deal plans and encourage public
engagement as projects develop
n Use websites and social media alongside non-digital
communication methods to engage our community, including
radio, posters and leaflet drops as required
n Evaluate the reach and effectiveness of our engagement
activities, seeking to remove barriers to participation and
ensure all voices are heard
As the Town Deal projects develop, we will ensure they respond
to stakeholder needs by:
n Undertaking further public consultations where confirmation or
updating of views is required
n Engaging directly with those most likely to be impacted by
and able to contribute to our projects, because they live, visit,
run businesses or own property near by
n Establishing a Town Centre business group, led by a Town Deal
Board member to contribute to project plans in and around
the Town Centre
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n Work closely with our major development sites at Teesworks,
Teesport and Wilton International to actively promote their
relationship to the town
n Engage with new developers and major employers at the
earliest opportunity to meet their employee needs through
our skills planning function
n Forge deeper relationships with our local business and cultural
enterprise community, giving them the opportunity to
influence projects as they emerge using our established
RedcarICleveland Ambassdor networks
n Develop all projects in accordance with the Council’s Social
Value Charter in order to encourage developers and future
occupiers to engage with our vision for Redcar and ensure
maximum value is retained within the town
n Use the Council’s regular resident’s survey and other
consultations to monitor the impact of our Town Investment
Plan on residents and businesses, as well as how the town is
perceived both within and outwith its boundary

“Giving the Northern Quarter and Station Road
a new continental feel will be very positive for our
business. As past recipients of a business grant,
we’re thrilled that this scheme will be made
available for other Redcar entrepreneurs”.
Lee Shore,
The Halt, Station Road

We will continue to explore opportunities to bring forward the
project proposals set out in the accompanying Masterplan. The
sequencing and funding of Masterplan projects will continue to
be shaped and refined through open dialogue with stakeholders
and the local community.
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4.5 Delivery
Redcar & Cleveland Borough Council will be the lead
delivery organisation and accountable body for the
Redcar Town Deal. Responsibility for the delivery
of Town Deal projects will be led by the Council’s
established Place Investment Team - consisting of
professional project managers, with a wealth of
experience delivering capital and revenue projects
including leisure schemes, visitor attractions,
infrastructure, housing and education facilities. The
team has delivered over £75m of projects in Redcar
in recent years, including a £33m leisure and civic
building, creative industries business centre and a
centre for young people.
The team will provide client-side project management, reporting
internally to senior officers and politicians, stakeholder groups
and be responsible for engaging with wider stakeholders, other
funding partners and the general public. The team has led on the
development of our TIP and has the skills and capacity to deliver
the projects outlined in our Investment Plan.

The Council’s governance and assurance procedures are well
established. As well as Elected Member oversight through
Scrutiny Committee discussions and Cabinet approval for projects
of over £250k, the Council’s internal project management
procedures enable cross-departmental collaboration which
ensures value for money, effective delivery and adherence to
policy and strategy. In addition to this, the Town Deal Board will
remain active participants in developing, collaborating on and
signing off proposals at each stage - and by acting as project
sponsors on particular projects.
Following the agreement of heads of terms, Green-Book and Five
Case Model compliant Business Cases will be delivered for each
project using RCBC’s InControl Project Management Framework.
Developed for the Council using PRINCE 2 principles, InControl
ensures strong project governance and accountability. It has been
applied successfully to a range of regeneration projects since
2008 worth over £150m, representing a tried and tested system
for the development and delivery of capital programmes and
projects.
Our Towns Fund investment programme is capable of being
delivered, in full, by 2025/26. The key delivery milestones for each
project are summarised on pages 122 and 123.

Redcar Seafront Public Realm, 2013
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Recent investment in
Kirkleatham Walled Garden,
opening Spring 2021

Redcar & Cleveland Leisure and Community Heart,
2014

The Palace Hub Creative Industries
building, 2103
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Governance
and Assurance

Redcar & Cleveland Borough
Council Cabinet

Redcar Town Deal
Board

(accountable body/elected members)
(public/private oversight)

RCBC Programme
Management Group
with experts from Planning, Assets,
Housing, Culture and Events, Legal,
Policy, Finance and Business Growth

Town Centre
Transformation

Culture and Leisure
Attraction

Station Road
Development

Working Group with
Board Member
Sponsor

Working Group with
Board Member
Sponsor/elected
members)

Working Group with
Board Member
Sponsor/elected
members)

Clean Energy
Education Hub – in
partnership with
Redcar & Cleveland
College

Coatham Leisure
Quarter

Improving
Connectivity with
Teesworks

Working Group with
Board Member
Sponsor

Working Group with
Board Member
Sponsor

Working Group with
Board Member
Sponsor

Town Investment Plan Projects
Redcar & Cleveland Borough Council develop business cases and
deliver projects

Community and business
engagement

Redcar I Cleveland
Ambassador Programme
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These charts show the roles and responsibilities of Redcar and
Cleveland Borough Council, the Town Deal Board and Redcar’s
stakeholders will take to ensure our Town Deal is successfully
delivered.

Redcar and Cleveland
Borough Council

•

Projects developed and delivered by Place
Investment Team, including stakeholder
engagement

•

Project management overseen by internal
Programme Management Group

•

Accountable body and financial management

•

Decisions reviewed by Overview and Scrutiny
Committee and taken by Cabinet

•

Upholds vision, objectives and oversee
development and delivery programme

•

Nominates Board Member to sponsor and
champion each project

•

Champions the Town Deal and promotes and
facilitate engagement in the Town Deal process

•

Monitors and evaluates outputs and outcomes

•

Remain informed and engaged through regular
communications using a range of media, including
hard to reach groups

•

Contribute to project scoping and design through
public consultation, focus groups and detailed
stakeholder participation

•

Engage in capacity building activity where required

•

Comment and engage through statutory planning

•

Champion the Town Deal project and Mighty
Redcar ethos through Town Deal website, social
media and networks

Town Deal Board

Community, Business
and Ambassador
Stakeholders

Redcar Town Deal Board Meeting - engaging successfully on MS Teams
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Redcar Town
Deal delivery
programme

Year 1
Nr

Town Centre Transformation

1.1

Attractive High Street

1.2

Enhancing the Esplanade

1.3

New Public Events Space

1.4

Business Grants and Town Centre Management

2

Culture and Leisure Anchor Attraction

2.1

Culture and Leisure Anchor Attraction

3

Business Planning
RIBA 2 & 3 design and planning
Approvals
Acquisition
Procurement
Start / Construction
Completion

2021/22
Q1

1

Activity Key

Project

Station Road Development

3.1

Station Road (Public Realm) Improvements

3.2

New Housing on Station Road

4

Clean Energy Education Hub

4.1

Clean Energy Education Hub

5

Coatham Leisure Quarter

5.1

Water Sports Hub at Coatham

5.2

Improving Seaside Properties (Newcomen Terrace)

6
6.1

Improving Connectivity with Teesworks
Improving Connectivity to Teesworks

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1
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Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4
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Town Deal Board Pledge
The Redcar Town Deal Board has been ‘hands on’
throughout the Town Deal process to date. As
well as participating in monthly Board meetings,
we have brought our professional expertise and
local knowledge to task and finish groups, used
our networks to draw key stakeholders into the
conversation and been ambassadors for Redcar and
the Town Deal process. We have strong aspirations for
our Town and have challenged our partner, Redcar &
Cleveland Borough Council, to meet them throughout
the process of creating the TIP – a challenge to which
it has consistently risen.
We understand the importance of the Board’s role in Redcar’s
future and are committed to continuing to work with the Council
to secure our Town Deal and deliver its vision. We all have a
part to play and, alongside actively participating in Town Board
meetings, we will:

Use our professional expertise and local knowledge to
continue the Town Deal conversation and guide future
decision making

Contribute to project development, governance and
evaluation throughout the development and delivery
phases

Encourage others to engage with the Town Deal, both
through open consultation exercises and the focused
engagement and negotiation which will be required to
deliver our projects

Be active ambassadors for Redcar and its Town Deal
vision and projects

Believe in the mighty Redcar

this is Redcar & Cleveland

www.redcartowndeal.com
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Redcar Town
Deal Board
Darren Winter

Redcar Town Deal Chair
Chair, Redcar & Cleveland Business Network. Duco Digital

Tony Batty

Operations Manager,
Arriva North East

Andrew Carter

Assistant Director for
Economic Growth,
Redcar & Cleveland
Borough Council

Cllr Wayne Davies
Cabinet Member
for Economic
Development,

Cllr Mary Lanigan Mike Milen

Alpek Polyester UK

Redcar & Cleveland
Borough Council

Leader,

Chief Executive,

Redcar & Cleveland
Voluntary Development
Agency

Alison Fellows

Stella Hall

Tees Valley Combined
Authority

Festival of Thrift

Vice Chair, Chief
Executive,

Principal,

Beyond Housing

Redcar & Cleveland
College

Matt Parson

John Sampson

Victoria Smee
Betty Leigh Boutique

Anglo American

Redcar & Cleveland
Borough Council

Redcar & Cleveland
Borough Council

Malcolm Horne
Manufacturing
Director,

Rosemary du Rose Jason Faulkner

General Manager
External Affairs,

Managing Director,

Commercial &
Delivery Director,

Owner,

Creative Producer
and Director,

Jacob Young
MP for Redcar
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Endnotes
ONS Annual Survey Hours and Earnings (2019). Based on Full-Time
workers gross weekly pay

1

All data presented relates to Redcar and Cleveland Borough

2

Office of Rail and Road (2020)

3

TIP Baseline Report, Section 6.0

4

This is the highest rate since 1997 (ONS Claimant Count Data (October
2020). Data for Redcar & Cleveland Borough). With a further 4,200 jobs
in the Borough currently furloughed (Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme
Statistics (October 2020). this figure is expected to rise in the short term.

5

Google Community Mobility Data, benchmarked against the period 3
January – 6 February 2020

6

Table provides an overview of employment opportunities at Teesworks,
published in late 2017. Teesworks is now expected to have a greater
focus on clean energy and related manufacturing than originally
anticipated (including renewable energy, biomass, offshore wind and
hydrogen)

7

Department for Transport, Port Freight Statistics (2019) – ranking based
on volume

8

Tees Valley Local Industrial Strategy (2019)

9

The stretch of beach near Redcar Lifeboat Station has gained a
Seaside Award for its cleanliness and good water quality (https://www.
enjoyteesvalley.com/things-to-do/redcar-beach-p315791)

10

11
Redcar Town Deal – Housing Challenges and Opportunities, Local
Partnerships

this is Redcar & Cleveland

www.redcartowndeal.com
www.redcartowndeal.com
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Baseline Analysis
Appendix 2: Stakeholder Engagement Report
Appendix 3: Masterplan Report
Appendix 4: Property Market Research and Supporting Evidence
Appendix 5: Summary of Prioritisation Process Outputs
Appendix 6: List of Consultees/Stakeholders
Appendix 7: Walking/Cycling Isochrones

www.redcartowndeal.com
www.redcartowndeal.com

this is Redcar & Cleveland

When restrictions allow we would love to
welcome you to Redcar. In the meantime
please check out our video tour at
www.redcartowndeal.com/video

this is Redcar & Cleveland

www.redcartowndeal.com

